Corporate Knowledge Experience
Pricing and Itinerary

DKA’s Corporate Knowledge Experience itineraries are designed to last for either 2.5 or 3.5 days. DKA
can also create a bespoke program composed around your learning preferences, interests and
timeframes.

Package 1 (3.5 days)
This package allows you to undertake a deep dive into your experience in the desert, and to apply
these new learnings in context before you go home. You will undertake a journey that’s been specially
designed for you, from the initial challenge setting, to an overnight cultural immersion experience on
country, time to meet with community leaders, and then a facilitated workshop – and some free time
to explore some of the many things Alice Springs has to offer.

ITINERARY

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Morning

| ARRIVE |

Breakfast
at Oak Valley

Breakfast
at Standley Chasm

(Free time
for own breakfast)

Oak Valley
art workshop

Desert Knowledge
Precinct tour

Welcome

Hotel check-in

Activity:
tool-making

Bush tucker
tasting platter

(Free time to explore
Alice Springs)

Afternoon

Activity: reflection
| END |

Scene setting

Night

Camp at Oak Valley

Visit Earth Sanctuary

Cocktail party
at Mercure
Alice Springs Resort

Group Size

Cost

10 people

$25,326

15 people

$29,092

25 people

$37,058

35 people

$44,457
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Package 2 (2.5 days)
This package takes you out on country to immerse you in an overnight cultural experience that works
to open your hearts and minds to new opportunities. This is then followed by time to reflect through
activities on the Desert Knowledge Precinct and in Alice Springs, including a dinner experience.

ITINERARY

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Morning

| ARRIVE |

Breakfast at Oak Valley
or Standley Chasm

(Free time
for own breakfast)

Oak Valley art workshop
(if camping at Oak Valley
the previous night)

Desert Knowledge Precinct
tour

Welcome

Hotel check-in

Activity: reflection
/or/ tool-making

Bush tucker tasting platter

(Free time to
explore Alice Springs)

Afternoon

| END |

Scene setting

Night

Camp at Oak Valley
or Standley Chasm

Visit Earth Sanctuary /or/
Cocktail party at Mercure
Alice Springs Resort

Group Size

Cost

10 people

$21,196

15 people

$24,675

25 people

$31,633

35 people

$39,410

DKA also offers annual memberships which accommodate between 2-4 visits per year. In addition to multiple
desert experiences in a year, corporate members also have access to additional benefits which can include:






emails, newsletters and publications
shared workspaces (hot desks) in the Business & Innovation Centre at the Desert Knowledge Precinct
launching an event
Welcome Ceremony by Arrernte Traditional Owners
brand recognition

Please let us know if you are interested in purchasing an annual membership package, and we can provide you
with a quote based on your group size and requirements.

For bookings and enquiries, email info@dka.com.au or call (08) 8959 6000.
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